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managerial
and executive
The “war for talent”Inhas
focused awareness
on the need for
leadership at all levels.
It
has
also
increased
the after
expectation
success, it is what comes
the
that executive development
investments
will pay off
visibly and
“but” that
is important.
Executives
quickly. There can be
doubt that some
of these expectations
arenogenerally
hard-charging
drivers
are not being met. While successful executive development enwith rough edges. They are often
gagements take many forms, to be truly effective, they should
not out to please people but are
share one important quality: the participation of highly proacfocused on getting things done.
tive and engaged leaders.
What does the research say about the characteristics
that
keep
in favor,
hecliffs
or she
Leaders
doan
notexecutive
have to climb
ropes oreven
jumpifoff
to learn
about
themselves
in
ways
that
help
make
them
more
producpossesses some flaws or shortcomings?
tive, more efficient, happier, and better qualified to take on new
“He
can beThey
awfully
shrewdhave
andto istake
always
looking
challenges.
do, however,
an active
approach
for
an angle,
you eventually
realize
that he
to selecting
andbut
managing
development
experiences
thathas
best
fit their
and theirbest
company’s.
got
the needs
company’s
interests at heart and is not
looking out just for himself.” And, “She can be very
Commonand
executive
development
include: but
forward
biting
with her engagements
ideas and opinions,
she
is also willing
take the time
to listen
carefully
• Simulated
learningtoexperiences
that place
leaders
in situathatpoint
replicate
challenges
willcan
face;be pretty rough
totions
your
of view.”
Or,they
“He
on people, but underneath he is compassionate and
• Targeted skill building, such as media training tailored to an
considerate.”
executive who will be interviewed on TV;
What
comesexecutive
after the
“but”orare
called saving
• Individual
coaching
team-based
coaching on a
graces—qualities
or redeeming
that
make
variety of subjects (e.g.,
specialists in features
interpersonal
relations);
up for other generally negative characteristics.
• Stretch assignments designed to provide necessary experience forgraces
a futureserve
role; as balancers so that the driver
Saving
strengths
got youand
where
you are
do notasgo
• Targetedthat
assessment
development
planning
part of
into
overdrive
and or
damage
your
efforts. They also
succession
planning
career path
planning;
offer benefits of their own. Because many saving

• Course
to improvetotechnical
and/orof
softyou
skills;
graceswork
contribute
perceptions
as someone
who is trustworthy, considerate, and insightful, they
• Mentoring programs; and
can help you more easily acquire information from
• Peer
networkinggain
roundtables.
key people,
access to limited resources, and
navigate the bureaucracy.
With such a wide array of development opportunities, it can be
difficult
know graces
which one
deliverinthe
rightof
results
for the
The to
saving
arewilllisted
order
importance:
right time. Executives should evaluate their needs and seek an
1. Listening:
Taking
the time
listen
get you
appropriate
development
opportunity
anytotime
they can
encounter
a
major
professional
event:
a
promotion,
a
merger
or
acquisition,
out of more jams than the rest of the saving graces
a move
from headquarters
to a line function
vice versa), or
combined.
It is the ultimate
way of(ordemonstrating
a major
shift
in
job
role
and
responsibilities
(e.g.,
the composithat it is not all about you and your agenda,
and it
tionisoransize
of
the
workforce
they
lead),
to
name
a
few.
excellent tool for breaking down barriers and
getting more out of what you do with others. Few
There may be other triggering events, such as when leaders
executives
are good
listeners.
question
their ability
to handle
important challenges; or, just
as important (and more challenging), when they are perceived
2. Approachability: The best executives need to be
to have problems handling an important aspect of their role.
early knowers, especially when it comes to negative
If one
of those situations is coupled with the loss of a trusted
information.
Theseeking
best executives
easyistoalltalk
adviser or confidant,
developmentare
support
the
to,important.
even when conveying or having potentially bad
more
information conveyed to them. To be effective,
Theapproachability
following tips provide
guidance
for achieving
the best
hassome
to be
combined
with listening.
outcome:
Executives tend to play 20 Questions: “Where did
you get the information? Who else knows? Why
Assess the landscape. Some organizations maintain an
didn’t I hear about that before?” This is not a best
executive development process and automatically include
practice for effective executives.
leaders when they take on new roles. Other companies are
less3.generous.
Identify the norm
in your
company
unBoss Relationships:
Those
who
tend toand
venture
derstand the extent to which your request for development
into deep and dangerous waters find that it can be
qualifies as a typical practice.
very difficult to swim alone. If you tend to stir up
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controversy
andyour
are potential.
quick to engage
in that
conflict,
it ishave
Demonstrate
Anticipate
you may
helpful
have
counsel of ayour
seasoned
to build to
a case
forthe
youradvice
requestand
by demonstrating
communiboss
who
can
coach
you
through
such
situations
and
cation skills and business savvy. A convincing case often depends
on how self-motivated
youwhen
are perceived
to be.Making
Making an
articuprovide
some support
you falter.
your
late,
passionate,
and
well-supported
case
for
your
professional
boss successful is Job One, whether you like him or
development
her
or not. can help tilt those perceptions in your favor.
the business
case.This
While
executive
4.Make
Integrity
and Trust:
one
speaksdevelopment
for itself. often
is expensive,
the lead
returns
can
be sizeable.
The
people you
will
often
forgiveSeveral
a lot ifrecent
they studies,
for
example,
identified
returns
of
500%
to
600%
on investcan clearly perceive that you speak the truth and
are
ments in executive coaching. Lay out how the experience will
a person of your word.
improve your contribution to the organization and how those
align
future business
5.improvements
Humor: The
usewith
of current
humorand
to make
others demands.
If you control your own budget, you may simply need to be precomfortable is a useful skill. Using self-deprecating
pared to articulate to the board or a financial officer how much,
humor
is one
of the
and where,
money
wasbetter
spent. techniques. It puts others
at ease and makes your thoughts appear to come
from
a little
accessible.
The someplace
time is now.
Don’t more
wait until
your hairHumor
is on fire to get
help. Regardless
of what type
of experiencebyyou
ultimately seek,
allows
you to become
approachable
putting
it is easier
to gain
financial
and interpersonal
others
at ease
when
in your
presence. support when you
are addressing a need in advance rather than waiting until the
6.situation
Interpersonal
is urgent. Savvy: Being able to relate 360
degrees is important. Finding a way to make a
Identify objectives.
Some executives
use development
connection
with individuals
up and down
the chain engagements
to
find
their
extra
gear.
Others
realize
thatyou
the leadand inside and outside the organization gives
ership qualities that propelled them to their current role are not
something to rely on when things are not going so
the same ones they now need to thrive or to get to the next level.
well.
Diplomacy,
tact, and knowing
what
to say
Still others
seek development
opportunities
to work
on and
compewhen
to
say
it
can
take
the
tension
out
of
situations
tencies that they have not managed to fully leverage. Identifying
and
unpopular
and
unfortunate
whatmake
you want
to achievedecisions
will help you
manage
the engagement
more effectively.
mistakes
easier to deal with.
Don’t swallow the ocean. Narrow your scope. Selecting one
to three areas of focus is most productive but can be very difficult for talented and ambitious individuals to accept. If that’s
your case, identify short-term and long-term development priorities. Tackling too much at once can be a recipe for failure.
Accept perceptions as development reality. When it’s
time in the process to receive feedback, remember that human
beings reflexively resist critical feedback—particularly when that
feedback contradicts the ways highly talented individuals view
themselves. Resist the tendency to reach for examples that disprove perceptions of your leadership style (e.g., “not a team
player”) with which you disagree.

7.
Understanding
The focus
is onexecuFocus
on credibility Others:
and flexibility.
Whenhere
evaluating
groups
rather firms
thanorindividuals.
others
tive
development
professionals,Understanding
remember that credibility
is
about
knowing
what
makes
one
group
different
and flexibility are two important selection criteria. Do you feel that
an individual
or firm
appropriate
expertise
from
another
andpossesses
why thatthematters.
This
is moreto help
you
achieve
your
objectives?
Given
that
executive
development
difficult to master than listening, but learning
to
professionals
deploy
a
wide
range
of
methodologies
and
that exidentify what is important to a group and why is
ecutive time is limited, flexibility and responsiveness are crucial.
often the key for gaining buy-in and knowing how
Evaluate the extent to which a coach or development professional
to lead through difficult situations.
is willing and able to meet your unique needs and schedule.
Saving graces are not the fire extinguisher you pull
Consider alternatives. If the time or price is not right to
out in the case of emergency, but are more the
engage external professionals, seek out less resource-intensive
trusty
life preserver
youwith
should
wear
all times,
alternatives.
First, sit down
a mentor
or at
a human
resources
in
calm
waters
and
rough
seas.
Saving
graces
lead imexecutive you respect and take inventory of areas where
to
longer will
tenure
power whenSecond,
coupled
provement
helpand
you staying
and the organization.
select
projects,
forces,
or like
otherdrive,
opportunities
whose
rigors will
with
thetask
power
skills
strategy,
results,
fortify
the
areas
you
have
targeted
for
improvement;
if
thethat
opporand power. They can compensate for mistakes
tunities
create
discomfort,
your
selection
is
on
the
mark.
would get those people who don’t possess themThird,
periodically check in with your mentor or “internal coach.” Use
into trouble. They smooth out the rough edges and
that individual as a sounding board to assess your progress,
can
help
smooth over
rough additional
situations.
discuss
challenges,
and identify
developmental opportunities.
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Above
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Once theInternational
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experience
managing
Lominger
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executives
put down
BlackBerrys
and focus
®
Architect
suite ofshould
products.
He istheir
co-author
of the
on the task at hand. Development work, whether it involves a
Lominger publication Interviewing Right: How Science
brief telephone call or an intense in-person session, requires a
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leader’s full attention and active participation. Successful executive development engagements require active recipients. This
means that leaders should take responsibility for facilitating the
scheduling process, developing agenda items for each meeting,
and drafting their own development plan (with the coach’s
input and feedback).

An executive’s time is valuable. Investing that time wisely in the
right development experiences can deliver great value to the
individual and the organization.
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